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Background: The community-based Ontology of Biological and Clinical Statistics (OBCS) represents and
standardizes biological and clinical data and statistical methods.
Methods: Both OBCS and the Vaccine Ontology (VO) were used to ontologically model various components and
relations in a typical host response to vaccination study. Such a model was then applied to represent and compare
three microarray studies of host responses to the yellow fever vaccine YF-17D. A literature meta-analysis was then
conducted to survey yellow fever vaccine response papers and summarize statistical methods, using OBCS.
Results: A general ontological model was developed to identify major components in a typical host response to
vaccination. Our ontology modeling of three similar studies identified common and different components which may
contribute to varying conclusions. Although these three studies all used the same vaccine, human blood samples,
similar sample collection time post vaccination, and microarray assays, statistically differentially expressed genes and
associated gene functions differed, likely due to the differences in specific variables (e.g., microarray type and human
variations). Our manual annotation of 95 papers in human responses to yellow fever vaccines identified 38 data
analysis methods. These statistical methods were consistently represented and classified with OBCS. Eight statistical
methods not available in existing ontologies were added to OBCS.
Conclusions: The study represents the first single use case of applying OBCS ontology to standardize, integrate, and
use biomedical data and statistical methods. Our ontology-based meta-analysis showed that different experimental
results might be due to different experimental assays and conditions, sample variations, and data analysis methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Statistics has always played a crucial role in protocol-
driven biomedical research. In the era of “Big Data”, this
role has become even more prominent, since statistics
serves as the central tool in basic biological research and
clinical trials. If the data, data processing and analysis,

and statistical results of such information-driven research
are to be understandable, all of these components should
be annotated in a consistent and logically well-defined
way. Unfortunately, most statistical studies in biological
and clinical research have not been described in this way.
Traditional statistical studies performed by independent
investigators may have their own standards to process and
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analyze data. However, such standards are usually not
available to other studies performed in different groups.
This will affect big data analysis among different studies
performed by multiple investigators, since these indivi-
dually identified standards are only applicable to
individual groups, with a lack of a universally standar-
dized method that can be used across multiple related
groups. In addition, different data types, statistical
methods, and result types have inherent semantic
relations, which are not presented in traditional standar-
dized statistical studies. This creates an obstacle to the
successful standardization of statistics in the sort of
complex projects of analysis and automated inference
now typical when very big (and heterogeneous) data are
frequently generated and stored. The lack of such a formal
representation prevents careful inspection, comparison
and reproduction of statistical methods and statistical tests
applied to data transformation and analysis, thereby
reducing the ability to extract meaningful data from large
data sets in the ways required by good scientific practice.
To address the obstacles described above, the Ontology

of Biological and Clinical Statistics (OBCS; https://
github.com/obcs/obcs) was recently developed as a
community-based ontology of statistics in the biological
and clinical domains [1]. An ontology is the human-and
computer-interpretable representation of the types of
entities in a specific scientific domain and of the relations
between these types. Since the creation of the first version
of the Gene Ontology in 1998 [2], hundreds of ontologies
have been created and deposited in resources such as
NCBO BioPortal [3] and Ontobee [4]. These ontologies
achieved considerable success initially in biological data
representation, and have led to a paradigm change in the
way terminologies are treated now also in the field of
health informatics [5]. The role of ontologies in
biomedical data standardization, sharing, and analysis in
the big data era has become increasingly important [5–8].
OBCS extends the Ontology of Biomedical Investigations
(OBI) [9] and targets the domain of statistics in the
biological and clinical fields. Co-developed by some 20
different disciplinary communities, OBI provides a set of
logically defined terms covering a broad range of
biomedical processes, experimental conditions, and data
analysis methods [9]. As an ontology of the Open
Biological and Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) Foundry
ontology library [10], the OBCS development follows the
OBO Foundry principles including openness and colla-
boration [10]. The original OBCS paper introduced the
general OBCS development strategy, top level design,
design pattern, and concise examples in biological and
clinical areas [11]. With different demonstrations, OBCS
allows not only consistent representation, classification,
comparison and integration across heterogeneous data-
sets, but also computer-assisted automatic reasoning.

In this paper, we will focus on the single domain of
vaccinology and illustrate how OBCS can be used to
represent and model the studies that have generated data
of host immune responses to a specific type of vaccine.
For such a study, it is ideal to have a domain-specific
ontology. The Vaccine Ontology (VO) represents various
entities of vaccines, vaccine components, vaccinations,
host responses to vaccines, etc [12–14]. In conjunction
with classes from VO, we discuss how OBCS is used to
represent vaccine-specific statistical data process and
analysis.
Our vaccine-specific study is focused on vaccines

against yellow fever, a re-emerging infectious disease
caused by the yellow fever virus (a RNA virus of the
genus Flavivirus) [15,16]. Spread by the bite of an
infected female mosquito, yellow fever is endemic to
tropic regions of Africa and America and affects humans
and nonhuman primates. Common symptoms include
fever, chills, loss of appetite, nausea, muscle pains, and
headaches. Liver damage, jaundice, and kidney problems
often occur. The live attenuated yellow fever vaccine 17D
(YF-17D) was developed by Theiler and Smith in 1937
[17], and substrains derived from the original 17D strain
are still used for vaccinations today [16].Theiler was
awarded the Nobel Prize for his life-saving yellow fever
vaccine research in 1951, so far the only Nobel Prize
awarded for viral vaccine research [18]. Roukens and
Visser reported in 2008 that vaccination with YF-17D
induced low-grade viraemia in half of the vaccinees and
elicited protective neutralizing antibody levels in 99% of
the vaccinees [19]. As an effective vaccine against yellow
fever viral infection, YF-17D has been used as a vaccine
model for analysis of protective vaccine immune
mechanism [20–23].
For a comprehensive OBCS application demonstration,

OBCS, together with VO and other biomedical ontolo-
gies, are used in this study to represent metadata,
experimental data, and statistical data analyses of example
data sets from yellow fever vaccine research studies.

RESULTS

General ontological modeling of vaccine immune
response study and data analysis using OBCS, OBI,
and VO

Figure 1 provides a general ontological representation of
how OBCS combined with other ontologies is used to
represent a typical study of host responses to vaccination
and how data can be analyzed. Specifically, an organism
(e.g., human) who has the vaccine host role (VO: vaccine
host role) is first vaccinated with a specific vaccine, which
has the vaccine function (including two subclass func-
tions: preventive vaccine function and therapeutic vaccine
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Figure 1. General modeling of vaccine immune response study and data analysis using VO andOBCS. Ontology terms are

indicated by using ontology name abbreviations as prefix (IAO: Information Artifact Ontology, OBCS: Ontology for Biological and
Clinical Statistics, OBI: Ontology for Biomedical Investigations, PATO: Phenotypic quality, VO: Vaccine Ontology). Relations are
italicized. The terms inside red, blue, and black boxes represent planned processes, material entities, and information content entity/

role/function, respectively. The two datasets (located on the left and right side the figure) are generated, each associated with one
experimental condition (i.e., prior to or post vaccination).
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function). At a time before or after the vaccination
process, there is a specimen collection process (OBI:
specimen collection process) which results in the output
of a specimen. After material processing (OBI: material
processing), the processed specimen’ (OBI: processed
specimen) is used as an input of an experimental assay
(OBI: assay). Such an assay will generate new data sets
(IAO: data sets). The data sets can be used for data
transformation in statistics (OBCS: data transformation in
statistics). The resulting transformed data sets (OBCS:
transformed data set), especially the comparison of
transformed data sets which are about different specimens
collected at different times relative to an vaccination, are
then used for statistical data analysis (OBCS: statistical
data analysis), which will generate a specific data item
(IAO: data item) (e.g., p-value), which can be used to
draw a conclusion (OBI: drawing a conclusion based on
data) (Figure 1).
As shown in the general data modeling, different

components are involved. All these components and the
relations among these components in Figure 1 are
represented using terms in existing ontologies, mainly
OBCS, OBI and VO. Many terms from OBI and IAO
(The Information Artifact Ontology, an ontology used for
representation of information entities, such as data,
document, and protocol, https://github.com/information-
artifact-ontology/IAO/) have already been imported to
OBCS and/or VO. Note that in vaccine research, a typical
study is to compare the host responses before and after
vaccination. In this case, time relative to vaccination is an
independent variable in a statistical analysis. The time
immediately before a vaccination is usually defined as day
0. A time after vaccination can then be defined
accordingly. It is also typical to analyze the host responses
at different days after vaccination.

OBCS application in representing a typical study of
host responses to vaccination

Gaucher et al. published a paper in 2008 that reports their
applying functional genomics and polychromatic flow
cytometry to define the signatures of human immune
responses to yellow fever vaccine 17D (YF-17D), in a
total of 43 volunteers at different time points (up to 1 year)
after vaccination [22]. For the transcriptomics study, RNA
samples obtained from the whole blood of 15 vaccinated
individuals on day 0, 3, 7, 10, 14, 28, and 60 after
vaccination were collected, amplified and hybridized onto
Illumina microarray chips. Their data analysis identified
594 genes whose expression profiles changed signifi-
cantly between day 0 and any time point after vaccination
[22].
Figure 2 represents the functional genomics study

performed by Gaucher et al. [22] that was generated based

on the Figure 1 general model. In this use case, the
vaccine is YF-VAX (made with a specific YF-17D strain),
and the vaccine host is human. The time of specimen
collection from blood specimen includes day 0 (before
vaccination) and day 3,7,10, etc. after vaccination. The
extracted RNAs were used for transcription profiling,
which generated a large amount of gene expression data
sets. After quantile transformation (a data transformation
method), the results were used through LIMMA data
analysis [24], which generated differentially expressed
gene lists. Based on the gene lists and following Gene Set
Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) [25], new results about
transcription factors were generated and used to draw
further conclusions based on data (Figure 2).

OBCS-based comparison of three studies of host
responses to YF-17D vaccinations

In addition to the above study of human responses to YF-
17D vaccination, there have been two similar studies
[23,26]. Specifically, in the study of YF-VAX-vaccinated
human responses by Scherer et al. [23], with 20 human
subjects (11 females and 9 males) between the ages of 18
and 32 and in good health. Interestingly, their study
identified 615 genes exhibiting significant changes in
gene expression in peripheral blood mono-nuclear cells
(PBMCs) at 4–7 days after vaccination with YF-VAX.
The YF-VAX host response from this study was identified
with a suppression of ribosomal and translation factors
[23]. It appears that although many differentially
expressed genes were shared, the results from this study
differed significantly from the study by Gaucher et al.
[22]. In the third study reported by Querec et al. [26], 15
healthy humans not previously vaccinated with YF-17D
participated in the vaccination study. Blood samples were
collected at days 0, 1, 3, 7 and 21 after vaccination. The
transcriptional profiling of total PBMCs from these 15
subjects was conducted using Affymetrix Human Gen-
ome U133 Plus 2.0 Arrays. Interestingly, only 97 genes
were identified to be modulated by YF-17D vaccination
[26].
These three publications all examined host immune

responses to YF-17D vaccine using array approaches to
detect gene expression changes in blood cells from
different groups of human subjects. Surprisingly, the
results from these three studies differed [22,23,26].
Particularly, the numbers of statistically differentially
expressed genes in these studies were found different: 594
[22], 615 [23], and 97 [26] (Table 1). We hypothesized
that such differences might be due to some differences in
experimental designs, microarray data analysis methods,
and experimental conditions. Table 1 compares these
differences in the three studies in detail. While our
comparative study showed lots of common information
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Figure 2. Ontology representation of a representative yellow fever vaccine study. Following the Figure 1 general ontological
model, the modeling is updated based on the study reported by Gaucher et al. [22]. More detail is described in the paper.
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among three studies, our study also identified some
differences. For example, the study by Gaucher et al. [22]
used bead chips manufactured by Illumina; however, the
study by Scherer et al. [23] used Agilent’s glass slide
arrays that are Cy3/Cy5 two-color arrays, and Querec et
al. [26] used Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0
microarrays. In addition, due to different kinds of array
used, the raw data process software and following
statistical analysis methods are different (shown in
Table 1).

Ontology-based meta-analysis of yellow fever vac-
cine investigation studies

The above two sections introduced three YF-17D vaccine

studies. It is clear that they are similar, but also have some
differences in their details. To identify similar studies, we
performed a systematic literature data analysis annotation.
By searching the keyword “human response to yellow
fever vaccine” in PubMed, we found 245 related papers.
After cleaning and filtering (excluding the invalid papers
such as non-English papers, abstract papers, papers with
unclear statistical methods, etc.), 95 valid papers were
identified (Supplementary Table 1). We went through all
the papers and represented the statistical analysis methods
consistently using ontology terms. Our mapping of these
methods to OBCS identified 8 terms unavailable in
OBCS. These new terms were added to OBCS using the
standard OBCS development procedure [1]. The latest
OBCS release is available at http://purl.obolibrary.org/

Table 1. Detailed comparison between three yellow fever vaccine studies.
# Comparison item Gaucher et al., 2008 Scherer et al., 2007 Querec et al., 2009

1 Location of study Montreal, Canada

Lausanne, Switzerland

Emory University, US

University of Washington, US Emory Vaccine Center, US

2 Human subjects Montreal cohort, 20 volunteers

Lausanne cohort, 13 volunteers

Emory cohort, 10 volunteers

20 healthy humans aged 18–40 15 healthy humans aged 18–45

3 Vaccine* Sanofi-Pasteur YF-VAX Sanofi-Pasteur YF-VAX YF-17D

4 Vaccination frequency Single Single Single

5 Vaccination dose 0.5 mL per dose N/A N/A

6 Vaccination route Subcutaneous injection N/A N/A

7 Specimen Blood samples Blood samples Blood samples

8 Sample preparation 50 mL blood drawn, anti-coagulation

using heparin, PBMCs prepared

20 mL blood drawn, anti-coagulation using

citrate, PBMCs prepared, resuspended in

RNAlater, stored frozen at –20°C

Blood drawn, anti-coagulation using

citrate, PBMCs prepared, lyzed with

TRIzol (Invitrogen), stored at – 80°C

9 Sample preparation

data

Day 0, 3, 7, 10, 14, 28, 60 after

vaccination

Day 0, 4–8 days after vaccination Day 0, 1, 3, 7 and 21 after vaccination

10 RNA preparation Qiagen PaxGene RNeasy Mini Kits (Qiagen) TRIzol (Invitrogen)

11 RNA amplification Illumina RNA Amplification Kit Low RNA Input Fluorescent Linear Ampli-

fication Kit

Two-round amplification using Affy-

metrix protocol

12 Process afterwards cDNA synthesis ! cRNA

synthesis

Cy3/Cy5 two-color labeling, hybrization Affymetrix GeneChip protocol

13 Microarry chip type Illumina Human RefSeq-8

BeadChips v2

Agilent human 1 cDNA microarrays, and

Human 1A Oligo Microarray Kit (V2)

Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus

2.0 Array

14 Microarry scanner Illumina BeadStation 500GX

scanner

Perkin Elmer ScanArray Express dual-laser

microarray scanner

GeneChip Scanner 3000 (Affymetrix)

15 Raw data process

software

Illumina BeadStudio v3 software N/A Affymetrix GCOS software

16 Gene expression

filtering

Filter out probes with intensities

below background

N/A Filtering based on a threshold of

normalized fold change

17 Gene expression data

analysis method

BioConductor LIMMA R LIMMA package

A moderated empirical Bayes t-statistic

and p-value

R package

18 Gene annations Unclear UniGene build 133 UniGene build 133

19 # genes identified 594 615 97

20 Gene enrichment GO enrichement for TF analysis GO enrichement Not done

* All three studies use YF-17D vaccine. YF-VAX is a brand name of the YF-17D vaccine manufactured at Sanofi-Pasteur.
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obo/obcs.owl. The ontology can be visualized on the
ontology server Ontobee [4] at: http://www.ontobee.org/
ontology/OBCS. The annotation resulted in a total of 38
statistical methods used in these papers (Table 1). These
38 statistical methods cover different types of data
transformation and statistical data analysis.
To identify the relations among these 38 methods, we

used the Ontofox tool [27] to generate an OBCS subset
that contains these methods and their associated parent
terms (Figure 3). In contrast to Table 1, the hierarchical
display in Figure 3 clearly shows more specific relations
among different methods. For example, Figure 3 classifies

three specific ANOVA tests (one-way, two-way, and
repeated measure ANOVA) under the parent ANOVA
test, which is defined as a statistical hypothesis test.
Figure 3 also groups five statistical tests under the parent
test non-parametric test, which does not require the data to
fit a normal distribution.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we focus on the specific vaccine host
response domain, and demonstrate how the OBCS,
combined with the domain-specific Vaccine Ontology

Figure 3. Hierarchy structure of OBCS statistical methods used in host response to yellow fever vaccine studies.

Specifically, all the statistical methods listed in Table 2 were retrieved from OBCS using the Ontofox tool. The Figure is a screenshot
of the Protégé OWL editor visualization of the OBCS subset.
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(VO), can be used to represent experimental data and
metadata, and statistical data analyses of host immune
responses to various immunizations with yellow fever
vaccine data sets. Our ontology-based methods start with
an initial general modeling of host immune response to
vaccine study (Figure 1), followed with one typical
yellow fever vaccine study (Figure 2), then a comparison
between three similar studies (Table 1), and eventually

with a meta-analysis of all possible studies reported in
PubMed (Table 2). From about 100 peer-reviewed papers,
our manual survey and annotations identified 38 statistical
methods used in these studies. Our study demonstrates
that OBCS, combined with terms from OBI, VO, and
other ontologies can be used to comprehensively model
and represent experimental studies and related data
analysis methods from a single biomedical domain, in a

Table 2. Summarization of statistical methods used in yellow fever vaccine studies.
# Statistical method Method classification No. of papers

1 Network analysis Data transformation 2

2 ROC curve analysis * Data transformation 1

3 log2 transformation Data transformation in statistics 5

4 Lowess transformation Data transformation in statistics 1

5 Permutation Data transformation in statistics 1

6 Quantile normalization (transformation) Data transformation in statistics 3

7 Robust multi-array average normalization Data transformation in statistics 2

8 Background correction data transformation Error correction data transformation 2

9 BH false discovery rate correction method Error correction data transformation 4

10 False discovery rate correction method Error correction data transformation 1

11 Holm-Bonferroni family-wise error rate correction method Error correction data transformation 6

12 ANOVA Inferential statistical data analysis 13

13 Correlation statistical analysis Inferential statistical data analysis 1

14 Gene Set Enrichment Analysis Inferential statistical data analysis 2

15 ICA (independent component analysis) * Inferential statistical data analysis 1

16 Intent-to-treat analysis * Inferential statistical data analysis 1

17 Least square regression analysis * Inferential statistical data analysis 1

18 LIMMA data analysis Inferential statistical data analysis 3

19 Multiple linear regression analysis Inferential statistical data analysis 2

20 One tailed test Inferential statistical data analysis 1

21 One-way ANOVA Inferential statistical data analysis 10

22 Pearson correlation coefficient calculation Inferential statistical data analysis 3

23 PCA dimensionality reduction Inferential statistical data analysis 2

24 Repeated measure ANOVA Iinferential statistical data analysis 2

25 two-way ANOVA Inferential statistical data analysis 2

26 Chi square test Statistical hypothesis test 16

27 F test Statistical hypothesis test 2

28 Fisher's exact test Statistical hypothesis test 15

29 Friedman test * Statistical hypothesis test 2

30 Kolmogorov-Smimov test * Statistical hypothesis test 1

31 Log-rank test * statistical hypothesis test 6

32 Mann-Whitney U test statistical hypothesis test 20

33 Non-parametric test Statistical hypothesis test 2

34 Paired t-test Statistical hypothesis test 8

35 Pearson's Chi-square test * Statistical hypothesis test 2

36 Student’s t-test Statistical hypothesis test 24

37 Two tailed test Statistical hypothesis test 3

38 Wilcoxon signed-rank test Statistical hypothesis test 9

The methods marked with * are 8 newly added methods.
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consistent and robust way.
Three published studies, one reported by Gaucher et al.

2008 [22], one by Scherer et al. 2007 [23], and the last by
Querec et al. [26], all used microarrays to detect gene
expression profiles in human subjects vaccinated with the
same yellow fever vaccine (YF-17D) [22,23]. These
studies all used microarray approaches to examine the
gene expression profiles in blood cells from human
subjects. Although the same vaccine (YF-Vax) and the
same LIMMA data analysis were used in two studies
[22,23], these two studies generated quite different
results. While we can say this is likely due to human
variation since the human subjects differ, it is also likely
that there were many differences other than human
variation. Our ontology-based modeling identified many
differences in experimental operations (e.g., different
microarray format) and the processing of raw data. Such a
study confirmed our hypothesis that these three studies
used different experimental designs, had different experi-
mental conditions, and relied upon different data analysis
methods and software. While such a conclusion of
hypothesis testing might be considered trivial to vaccine
research experts, the ontology-based systematic analysis
provides a reasonable semantic platform and basis for
more advanced computer-assisted analyses (e.g., associa-
tions between statistical methods and questions to be
addressed, and identification of optimal statistical meth-
ods) in the future.
Our meta-analysis of various statistical methods in the

yellow fever vaccine host response studies identified
nearly 40 statistical methods. Some methods, such as
Student’s t-test, Fisher’s exact test, Mann-Whitney U test,
ANOVA, and Chi-square test, are commonly used (Table
2). Our OBCS-based classification clearly classifies these
methods. The identification and classification of these
statistical methods facilitate our better understanding of
what and how statistical methods were used in reported
yellow fever vaccine studies, and whether these statistical
methods applied to similar experimental conditions/
designs might have resulted in different results. In the
future, we plan to extend our study to other biomedical
scenarios and use cases and detect possible associations
between statistical methods and experimental/clinical
assays.
Although OBCS and VO are two different ontologies,

they can be conveniently integrated and merged. One
main reason is that both ontologies use the Basic Formal
Ontology (BFO) as the upper level ontology [28]. BFO is
the default upper level ontology for OBO library
ontologies. Over 100 biomedical ontologies, including
OBCS and OBI, also use BFO as their upper level
ontology. Therefore, the usage of BFO makes all BFO-
aligned ontologies well interoperable. Similar to the
combined usage OBCS with VO, OBCS can be combined

with other biomedical ontologies for the ontological
representation of research in different biomedical
domains.
Our vaccine case study demonstrates that OBCS,

together with VO, can play an important role in
standardizing, representing, and analyzing data in vaccine
research to facilitate automated and reproducible compar-
isons of related studies. The OBCS ontology-based data
representation can be applied to many areas. First, OBCS
combined with a domain specific ontology can serve as a
semantic framework that links all pieces of data and data
analysis methods together in a logical manner. Second,
such an ontology strategy can easily identify inconsistent
results and whether the inconsistency is due to different
analysis methods. Third, we can also apply the OBCS
ontology to build up standardized statistical methods to
analyze various data types. Fourth, an OBCS-based
system can be used to generate a metadata ontology
system to represent ontology-annotated experimental
data. In the future, we plan to generate such a metadata
ontology based on OBCS and other OBO Foundry
ontologies and apply it to standardize all the terms and
perform advanced data and metadata-analysis of large
datasets combined from multiple studies. Such ontology-
based approaches will enhance our discovery of new
knowledge based on integration of data from multiple
experiments in the same domain.
OBCS supports precision medicine. Precision medicine

requires that specific details be modeled to identify the
contributing factors to a specific health outcome. As
shown in this study, OBCS-based ontology modeling
allows the identification of specific variables and their
values in various studies within the same research or
clinical domain such as the host responses to yellow fever
vaccinations shown in this study.

METHODS

Ontological modeling of host responses to vaccina-
tions

The ontological modeling of host responses to vaccina-
tions is primarily based on the OBCS and VO. The
standard procedure in ontology modeling was used in this
study [1,12–14]. After the general modeling was
generated, we applied the modeling to studies of host
responses to yellow fever vaccination identified from the
PubMed literature database. The YF-17D vaccination was
emphasized in this study. We also focused on the topic of
different results obtained from similar experimental
design, particularly the responses of human subjects to
the same YF-17D vaccinations as reported from the three
studies [22,23,26]. More studies were conducted as a
meta-analysis described below.
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Ontology-based meta-analysis of host responses to
yellow fever vaccinations

The PubMed literature database was searched by
using the keyword “human response to yellow fever
vaccine”. Manual annotation was performed to identify
statistical methods described in publications, which were
then mapped to OBCS. Those terms that were not
available in OBCS were added to OBCS using standard
OBCS development procedure [9]. The Protégé OWL
Editor [29] was used to edit OBCS. The HermiT
reasoner (http://hermit-reasoner.com/) tool was used for
reasoning over OBCS to detect possible inconsistencies
or conflicts.

Generation of an OBCS subset containing related
statistics terms used in the study

All related OBCS terms used in this study were output as
a subset of OBCS using the Ontofox tool (http://ontofox.
hegroup.org) [27]. The generated OBCS subset was
displayed using the Protégé OWL Editor version 5.0 beta
[30].

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

The supplementary materials can be found online with this article at DOI

10.1007/s40484-017-0122-5.
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